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[MaRS-2023-01] 
Scalable State Machine Replication 
Contact: Prof. Fernando Pedone 
State Machine Replication (SMR) is a well-established replication technique used by many 
production systems, including Apache Zookeeper, Google Chubby, Windows Azure storage, 
Google Spanner, and many others. Scalable State Machine Replication (S-SMR) is a recent 
extension of SMR developed at the distributed systems group at USI that promises unlimited 
performance in addition to configurable fault tolerance. Some initial efforts, for example, 
resulted in a prototype that outperforms Zookeeper by almost an order of magnitude. This 
project will look into various aspects of S-SMR and contribute to cutting-edge research with 
high prospects of applicable results within a team of highly motivated and talented students. 
 
[MaRS-2023-02] 
Blockchain, blockchain, blockchain 
Contact: Prof. Fernando Pedone 
Blockchain has gained much traction in recent years. From a topic restricted to specialized 
circles, it has made it to the general press with daily headlines, including many scandals. 
Beyond the hype, blockchain fostered the development of sophisticated distributed 
algorithms and models. And many interesting issues remain unaddressed. In this project, the 
student will team up with a group of talented researchers from USI and a leading blockchain 
enterprise to help advance the state of the art in the field. 
 
[MaRS-2023-03]  
Conceptual Understanding and Problem Solving in Learning to Program 
Contact: Prof. Matthias Hauswirth  
Learning to program is hard because programming requires (1) a solid understanding of 
programming language concepts and (2) mastery of the problem solving process. In the 
context of our research on understanding and improving how people learn to program, the 
Luce research group at USI (https://luce.si.usi.ch/) is developing educational approaches 
and platforms to study and improve both of these aspects. 
To gain insight into the understanding of programming language concepts, we are 
developing **Expression Tutor** (https://expressiontutor.org/). This platform helps to teach 
and assess the understanding of expressions, one of the most prevalent concepts of 
programming languages. 
 To study and improve the problem solving process, we are developing **PyTamaro Web** 
(https://pytamaro.si.usi.ch/), a platform that helps to teach problem decomposition to novice 
Python programmers using a pure functional graphics library. 
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 If you are interested in programming languages and in research on teaching and assessing 
the understanding of programming language concepts and the problem solving process, 
contact us to learn more. 
 We are looking for Master students to contribute in one or more ways to our research 
projects: 
* Develop novel extensions of our platforms. This requires proficiency in JavaScript and 
experience developing with React. 
* Collaborate on conducting empirical educational studies using our platforms to gain 
insights into learning. This requires an understanding of quantitative and/or qualitative 
methods of empirical research with human subjects. 
* Investigate the impact of deep learning and large language models on conceptual 
understanding and problem solving in programming education. This requires a background 
in machine learning. 
  
[MaRS-2023-04]  
Fast constraint Delaunay Triangulation updates and related algorithms  
Contact: Prof. Evanthia Papadopoulou 
The constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) is a variant of the well-known Delaunay 
triangulation in which specified edges, sometimes called segments, are constrained to 
appear. These constraints have many uses, such as representing boundaries of non-convex 
objects, supporting better interpolation of discontinuous functions, and aiding the 
enforcement of boundary conditions in finite element meshes [1]. The CDT of a point-set is 
as close to being a Delaunay triangulation as possible subject to these constraints. The 
project will develop fast linear- (or near-linear) time algorithms to construct and update 
constraint Delaunay triangulations in cases of interest such as a monotone polygon, a simple 
polygon, and the general incremental CDT construction. The latter problem represents the 
first goal in this project; the technique will then be expanded towards the other problems. 
The CDT of a simple polygon can pave the way to a fast and simple medial axis 
construction. The medial axis transform (MAT) is a widely-known shape descriptor used in 
diverse scientific areas. Constrained Delaunay triangulation are used, among others, in 
Delaunay refinement methods for mesh generation. The project has room for choices 
according to the interests of the prospective student. 
The proposed algorithms are based on our recent research results (still in progress) 
constructing Voronoi-like graphs (and their dual) in linear expected time. They are based on 
the following two papers. 
[1] Fast segment insertion and incremental construction of constrained Delaunay 
triangulations, Jonathan Richard Shewchuk and Brielin C. Brown, Computational Geometry: 
Theory and Applications, 2015 
[2] Deletion in Abstract Voronoi diagrams in expected linear time, K. 
Junginger and E. Papadopoulou, SoCG 2018 
https://drops.dagstuhl.de/opus/volltexte/2018/8763/pdf/LIPIcs-SoCG-2018-50.pdf 
 
[MaRS-2023-05]  
Setting a realistic simulation environment for testing self-driving cars 
Contact: Prof. Paolo Tonella 
Co-Supervisor: Nargiz Humbatova  
In the last decade, Deep Learning (DL) solutions are adopted in a constantly growing 
number of domains. DL applications influence important aspects of life by tackling tasks such 
as fraud detection or face recognition, while some are employed in safety critical domains 
such as autonomous driving. This makes reliability and robustness of such systems of a high 
importance. While testing such systems in the real-world environment ensures the reliance 
of the results, it becomes increasingly expensive for complex systems. For example, 
providing an autonomous vehicle with all kinds of possible road situations to evaluate its 
safety is non-trivial and sometimes even an impossible task. Simulation testing is an efficient 
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way to test systems like autonomous vehicles before conducting resource-demanding real-
word trials. 
 
CARLA 
CARLA is an open-source autonomous driving simulator [1]. It was developed specifically to 
serve the needs of researches in develop-ment, training, and testing of various autonomous 
driving systems. CARLA comes with the flexibility in customisation of the tool and wide range 
of assets (urban layouts, buildings, vehicles, pedestrians, street signs, etc.) that aid 
generation of various testing scenarios. It is based OpenDRIVE standards to define the 
urban setting and Un-real Engine to run the simulation. Moreover, CARLA allows flexible 
setup of sensors typical to autonomous vehicles (such as cameras and LIDARs) and 
provides users with features such as usage of GPS coordinates, accelerations to enable 
training of different driving strategies. On Fig. 1 is provided an example of the same 
simulation scenario in CARLA simulator under 4 different weather conditions. 
 
Project Proposal 
The goal of the project is to set up and prepare a simulation envi-ronment in CARLA for 
testing autonomous cars. The environment should include pedestrians, vechicles, traffic 
signs, and other rea-sonable obstacles. It also involves adopting a Deep Learning system 
emulating an autonomous car that is able to successfully perform in the described 
environment. The last step would be to integrate the calculation of various driving quality 
metrics in the simulator. The examples of such metrics could be speed, lane position, 
acceleration, and etc. [3]. This project will prepare grounds for further studies in the domain 
and academic contributions. 
In the frame of this project, the student will learn about state-of-the-art simulation practices in 
the domain of autonomous vehicle testing, will practice with popular DL frameworks and 
model archi-tectures suitable for the task of autonomous driving. Moreover, the student will 
be able to have practice in data collection and train-ing of a DL model and later employing 
the trained model in the simulator. 
 
Additional Information 
The project will be carried out within the TAU research group at the Software Institute 
(https://www.si.usi.ch) and contribute to the PRECRIME ERC research project 
(https://www.pre-crime.eu). Students are supervised by researchers of the TAU group who 
follow them constantly and provide them with timely feedback, advice and directions. The 
code developed for the projects is typically released as an open source project and the 
results are often included in scientific publications. Both code and publication would 
contribute to a stronger CV of the participating student. 
 
References 
[1] 2023. CARLA. https://carla.org/ 
[2] Alexey Dosovitskiy, Germán Ros, Felipe Codevilla, Antonio M. López, and Vladlen 
Koltun. 2017. CARLA: An Open Urban Driving Simulator. ArXiv abs/1711.03938 (2017). 
[3] Gunel Jahangirova, Andrea Stocco, and Paolo Tonella. 2021. Quality Metrics and 
Oracles for Autonomous Vehicles Testing. In 2021 14th IEEE Conference on Software 
Testing, Verification and Validation (ICST). 194–204. https://doi.org/10. 
1109/ICST49551.2021.00030 
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Figure 1: A street from CARLA simulator from a third-person view in 4 different weather 
conditions (clear day, day-time rain, daytime shortly after rain, and clear sunset)[2] 
 
[MaRS-2023-06]  
Towards an Intelligent Post-training Mutation Tool for Deep Learning Systems 
Contact: Prof. Paolo Tonella 
Co-Supervisor: Nargiz Humbatova 
Deep Learning (DL) has become an integral part of many ground-breaking projects and 
products we use everyday. As quality and safety remains the main concern for the 
developers and users of modern products based on Artificial Intelligence, different tech-
niques aimed at assessing their quality are of increasing interest for research community. 
 
Mutation Testing 
Mutation testing is a technique that deliberately seeds faults in form of small syntactic 
changes into the program under test to create a set of faulty programs called mutants. The 
general principle underlying this approach is the assumption that faults used by mutation 
testing represent the mistakes that programmers usually make. Mutation testing aims to 
assess the quality of a given test suite in terms of its capability to detect faults. For this, the 
test suite is executed on each of the generated mutants. If the result for a given mutant is 
different from the result of running the original program then the mutation is considered 
killed. The ratio of killed mutants to the overall number of generated mutants is called 
mutation score. The higher the mutation score, the better is the quality of the test suite. 
The example in Figure 1 shows a method subtract that subtracts two integer values and 
returns the result. It has two mutations: in Mutant 1 the subtraction is replaced with 
multiplication and in Mutant 2 it is replaced with addition. If our test suite has only test0, none 
of the two mutations would be killed (as they all return the expected value 0) and the 
mutation score is 0%. If we add test case test1() to our test suite, then Mutant 1 gets killed 
and the mutation score becomes 50%. Once we add test case test2(), both mutations get 
killed and the mutation score achieves its maximum value of 100%. 
 
Mutation Testing for DL Systems 
In traditional software systems the decision logic is often imple-mented by software 
developers in the form of source code. In con-trast, the behaviour of a DL system is mostly 
determined by the training data set and the training program, i.e. these are the two major 
sources of defects for DL systems. Thus, there should be a specific approach to mutation 
testing of DL systems. There cur-rently exist two tools that are designed specifically for 
performing mutation testing for DL systems. However, one of the tools is a pre-training one, 
which means it injects the faults into system prior to the training and thus is computationally 
expensive, while the second one, a post-training mutation tool, injects faults that are random 
and not very likely to happen in real world. Such faults usually introduce slight noise or 
modifications to a randomly se-lected subset of weights or change a structure of an already 
trained DL model by adding/deleting its layers or replacing the activation function. 
 
Currently, mutation testing is being applied to various tasks for DL systems such as program 
repair, generation of optimal oracles for self-driving cars, detection of adversarial inputs, 
prioritisation of test inputs for the labelling, etc. Availability of a mutation tool that can inject 
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changes that resemble the effect inflicted by real faults would be extremely useful also for 
these approaches as well as the advance of DL testing in general. 
Project Proposal 
The goal of the project is to develop a new post-training mutation tool that would solve the 
limitations set by the previous approaches, i.e. to introduce smarter and fast DL-specific 
mutation operators that produce stable and reliable results and would facilitate the increased 
interest for mutation testing in DL community. 
In the frame of this project, the student will learn about state-of-the-art techniques in the 
domain of mutation testing for DL systems, their limitations and advantages. The student will 
practice with most popular DL frameworks and widely-used models and datasets. 
Additional Information 
The project will be carried out within the TAU research group at the Software Institute 
(https://www.si.usi.ch) and contribute to the PRECRIME ERC research project 
(https://www.pre-crime.eu). Students are supervised by researchers of the TAU group who 
follow them constantly and provide them with timely feedback, advice and directions. The 
code developed for the projects is typically released as an open source project and the 
results are often included in scientific publications. Both code and publication would 
contribute to a stronger CV of the participating student. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Mutation Testing Example 
 
[MaRS-2023-07] 
Generating Valid Test Inputs for Deep Learning Systems 
Contact: Prof. Paolo Tonella  
Co-Supervisor: Matteo Biagiola 
Deep Learning (DL) models are being used to address a variety of tasks, from image 
classification to conversational chatbots. As DL models are being deployed in production, it 
is of paramount importance to test their capabilities. 
Several Test Input Generators (TIGs) have been proposed in the literature to test the 
generalization capabilities of DL models with artificially crafted inputs in order to induce a 
misclassification. 
However, such artificially crafted inputs might not be valid, i.e., belonging to the input domain 
the model has been trained on. On the other hand, automatically checking the validity of the 
generated inputs is difficult, as validity is hard concept to formalize and, hence, automate. 
 
Project Proposal 
The goal of the project is to develop a test generation pipeline for DL models that exploit 
human feedback to automatically validate generated inputs. The project will focus on image 
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classification as a DL task. An input is valid for a DL model if it is recognizable by human 
domain experts in the input domain, i.e., an input to which a human can confidently assign a 
label taken from the input domain. 
For instance, let us consider the handwritten digit classification task using the MNIST 
dataset. 
 
Tasks 
For the realization of this project, the candidate is expected to perform a series of tasks, 
among which: (1) familiarize with the task of handwritten digit classification using supervised 
learning;(2) familiarize with existing test input generators for DL; (3) design an experiment to 
train a reward model using human-labeled data and possibly integrate the trained reward 
model into an existing test input generator. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: MNIST digits generated by different test generators. 
Figure 2: Overview of the approach. 
 
Figure 1 shows the image of a “5” digit generated by different TIGs proposed in the literature. 
Such inputs are misclassified by the DL model under test, i.e., the label predicted by the 
model is different than 5. However, the validity, and hence the significance, of some of the 
inputs is debatable (e.g., it is difficult to assign a label at the digit in Figure 1.c). 
Since input validity is ultimately a human-related concept, the idea is to model human validity 
for a certain domain and use such model to guide the generation of valid inputs. Figure 2 
presents a possible application of the model by integrating it into a typical reinforcement 
learning pipeline (i.e., reward model). 
 
Prerequisites 
We are looking for a student who is passionate about DL and mo-tivated to contribute to the 
project. Knowledge about DL is not required, although it is appreciated. We highly value the 
willing-ness to learn these technologies and adapt them depending on the project’s needs. 
During the project, the candidate can rely upon an existing software infrastructure that 
integrates existing test input generators for different classification tasks (including digit 
classifi-cation). We will work closely with you and provide assistance when needed. 
 
Why You Should Choose This Project 
This project is unique in its multi-disciplinary nature: you will learn and use concepts in 
machine learning (ML), especially DL, software engineering and the ability to set up an 
experimental setting to rigorously compare different methods. 
Upon successful completion of the project, you will have con-tributed to an open-source 
project that will allow developers to test their DL models using valid and hence reliable 
inputs. On your CV side, you will be able to show practical experience with training and 
above all evaluating DL models. 
Further Information 
The proposed work is part of the Precrime (Self-assessment Oracles for Anticipatory 
Testing) ERC project. The interested student can find more information about Precrime on 
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the project’s website: https://www.pre-crime.eu/. Interested in this project? Any still-
unanswered questions? Drop us an email now! 
 
[MaRS-2023-08] 
Test input prioritisation for DL systems 
Contact: Prof. Paolo Tonella  
Co-Supervisor: Tahereh Zohdinasab 
Deep Learning (DL) systems have achieved unprecedented success in solving complex 
tasks, including safety critical ones such as self-driving. It is crucial to guarantee the 
reliability of DL systems by testing how they behave with different inputs. Testing DL 
systems is challenging due to their huge input space, e.g., all possible road configurations 
for a self-driving car. Moreover, testing complex DL systems may need the execution of 
expensive simulations. Consequently, prioritising test inputs by choosing only ‘high quality’ 
ones, i.e., tests more likely to trigger a failure, is necessary for test cost reduction. 
Multiple test prioritisation techniques have been proposed by Software Engineering 
researchers. However, none of them considered the unique-ness of prioritised test inputs, 
which guarantees the evaluation of the DL system under different circumstances. 
Feature maps (i.e., maps where the inputs are positioned based on their characteristics) can 
report useful details about a test set, such as the features corresponding to tests that 
triggered misbehaviours or the probability of observing a misbehavior for each feature 
combination. In this work, we propose to use feature maps to prioritise diverse, critical test 
inputs. 
The goal of this project is to propose a new approach for test pri-oritisation for DL systems 
based on feature maps. The first task of the candidate is to design a test prioritisation 
strategy that leverages feature maps. The second task is to replicate state of the art 
approaches for test prioritisation for DL systems and compare them to the proposed 
approach. 
 
[MaRS-2023-09] 
Perceptually-inspired techniques for novel displays and 3D printing 
Contact: Prof. Piotr Didyk  
In recent years, there has been a tremendous increase in the quality and the number of new 
output devices. New virtual and augmented reality headsets are being developed to provide 
new, interactive, and immersive ways to explore the real and the virtual worlds. 3D printers 
empower millions of users to create, customize, and manufacture digital models. 
Unfortunately, the abilities of these emerging technologies outperform the capabilities of 
current methods and tools for creating content. 
Our group offers a wide range of projects in the field of computer graphics with a common 
goal of developing novel computational methods for driving novel display devices (e.g., 
AR/VR displays) or different digital fabrication devices (e.g., 3D printers). They involve (1) 
working with novel hardware, such as VR and AR displays or 3D printers, (2) investigating 
their essential aspects which influence the perceived quality, and (3) devising new content 
optimization and creation techniques which: maximize quality and human performance while 
overcoming computational and hardware challenges. Besides using traditional computational 
approaches, the projects also aim at employing new machine learning techniques, such as 
deep neural networks, to solve the above challenges. The examples of the projects include 
but are not limited to foveated rendering for VR and AR displays, content and hardware 
optimization for varifocal displays, appearance fabrication, and 3D printing surfaces with 
prescribed haptic properties. For more information about research topics see our work on 
https://www.pdf.inf.usi.ch/ or contact us via email.  
 
 
 
 

mailto:paolo.tonella@usi.ch
mailto:piotr.didyk@usi.ch
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[MaRS-2023-10] 
Partially Homomorphic Encryption for Stream Processing Frameworks  
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Pavel Chuprikov 
Due to the rapid spread of IoT, billions of devices are expected to continuously collect and 
process sensitive data. Because of limited computational and storage capacity available on 
IoT devices, the current de facto approach is to send the gathered data to the cloud for 
computation. Unfortunately, using public (untrusted) cloud infrastructures for processing 
continuous queries including on sensitive data leads to concerns over data confidentiality. An 
attractive approach to preserving the confidentiality of continuous query processing while 
utilizing public clouds is through the use of partially homomorphic encryption (PHE). PHE 
allows computations over encrypted data, without revealing plaintext values. Recently, we 
developed a set of symmetric cryptosystems that retain the homomorphic expressiveness of 
previous asymmetric cryptosystems while being more performant 
(https://github.com/ssavvides/symmetria). The goal of this project is to apply these existing 
symmetric PHE schemes to allow confidentiality-preserving continuous queries, using the 
Apache Storm stream processing framework into which we previously already integrated 
several asymmetric PHE schemes. The student will take part in rewriting select streaming 
queries to use symmetric PHE, designing  efficient serialization and deserialization 
strategies, and introducing ciphertext handling nodes into Storm's topologies. 
Microbenchmarking may be further used to guide the design of resource usage.  
 
[MaRS-2023-11]  
Programming Language for Reactive Distributed Monitoring 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Pavel Chuprikov 
Existing network monitoring solutions primarily focus on querying information from the 
network rather than on the responses these queries would ensue. In contrast we focus on a 
design that combines monitoring and management in a single system. Our system aims at 
exploiting programmability of network devices to perform as many of the management 
actions as possible exactly at the point of data collection, i.e., at the switches, through small 
agents called seeds. To relieve the programmer from the burden of low-level resource 
management, we have designed a domain-specific programming language called Almanac 
and optimization algorithm for resource allocation and seed placement. The selected student 
will work on automated translation from Almanac to lower level code accessing the existing 
API of our system, gaining experience in programming language design and implementation. 
The translation would also need to include simple static analysis to produce the set of 
optimization constraints for the seed placement algorithm. The exact implementation 
framework is up to a discussion, but [1], [2], and [3] provide some examples.  
[1] https://arzg.github.io/lang/ 
[2] https://www.stephendiehl.com/llvm/ 
[3] https://docs.racket-lang.org/guide/languages.html 
 
[MaRS-2023-12] 
Cost-based Mechanism Selection for Secure Cloud Computing 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Pavel Chuprikov  
The value of what can be derived from customer data is being increasingly recognized by 
many industries, making information the new currency. With the amount of data generated 
growing exponentially, many organizations have turned to the cloud in their search for cost-
effective information processing. This leads to security concerns of processing sensitive data 
using third-party untrusted computational resources. While there are both software 
(homomorphic encryption) and hardware (secure enclaves) techniques with the potential to 
perform such processing without leaking information, they have their own constraints and 

mailto:eugstp@usi.ch
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Fssavvides%2Fsymmetria&data=05%7C01%7Cmars%40usi.ch%7C6c7a317b9803438f5d7708db094e962f%7C95bdc5acafb54881801b3874f365cd6f%7C0%7C0%7C638114005341917139%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GK9ktrBiSUn1teXE8CyeZ56vqDA91u8Fmz6Chcff0IM%3D&reserved=0
mailto:eugstp@usi.ch
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farzg.github.io%2Flang%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cmars%40usi.ch%7C6c7a317b9803438f5d7708db094e962f%7C95bdc5acafb54881801b3874f365cd6f%7C0%7C0%7C638114005341917139%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pL68z1otIRaSoS%2Be86p7IfCK2hd%2BH4QEYeKa7X7Li0A%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.stephendiehl.com%2Fllvm%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cmars%40usi.ch%7C6c7a317b9803438f5d7708db094e962f%7C95bdc5acafb54881801b3874f365cd6f%7C0%7C0%7C638114005341917139%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tCEC%2FXv3vdtBFqwUR2dSVOMSGkngfAivSmKwr7YSD7E%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.racket-lang.org%2Fguide%2Flanguages.html&data=05%7C01%7Cmars%40usi.ch%7C6c7a317b9803438f5d7708db094e962f%7C95bdc5acafb54881801b3874f365cd6f%7C0%7C0%7C638114005341917139%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Ha688SvTOg2VtLLpTfJIq%2Bb%2BeMDIQkWlRa0T2XZq2EQ%3D&reserved=0
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overheads, so that there is no single universal solution. We have designed a system, called 
Hydra, that supports a multitude of security mechanisms nicely decoupling privacy policies 
from queries. To guarantee compliance with a chosen privacy policy, Hydra introduces a 
domain specific language (DSL). Hydra is integrated with the Apache Spark streaming 
processor to provide users with the familiar query abstraction. The current limitation of Hydra 
is that the choice of the security mechanism is hardcoded, while our DSL is able to check 
compliance of any such choice. The student will be working on query execution heuristics in 
Hydra (which uses standard Spark SQL extension points), based on empirical performance 
measurements for different security mechanisms combined with Spark execution metrics. 
 
[MaRS-2023-13]  
Language-based Policy Checking for Secure Computing 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Pavel Chuprikov 
The value of what can be derived from customer data is being increasingly recognized by 
many industries, making information the new currency. With the amount of data generated 
growing exponentially, many organizations have turned to the cloud in their search for cost-
effective information processing. This leads to security concerns of processing sensitive data 
using third-party untrusted computational resources. While there are both software 
(homomorphic encryption) and hardware (secure enclaves) techniques with the potential to 
perform such processing without leaking information, they have their own constraints and 
overheads, so that there is no single universal solution. We have designed a system, called 
Hydra, that supports a multitude of security mechanisms nicely decoupling privacy policies 
from queries. A security policy checker in Hydra checks compliance of queries with the 
security policy of interest — in particular, ensuring absence of insecure information flows. 
Hydra is based on Apache Spark — one of the most active open source projects boasting 
contributions from over 1200 developers spread across 300 companies, making it a unique 
code base to learn and experience the length and breadth of system design principles. As 
part of the project, the student will integrate, enrich, and optimize the security policy checker 
with SparkSQL — Hydra’s query processing pipeline.  
 
[MaRS-2023-14]  
Compile-time Verification of Fault-tolerant Distributed Systems 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Pavel Chuprikov 
Software  defects  cost  our  IT-centered  society  exorbitant  amounts  of  money. 
To  make  matters  worse,  driven by the advent of paradigms such as cloud computing 
and  blockchains, software has  been  becoming  increasingly 
distributed,  i.e.,  its  execution  spans  many  processes.   Besides  having 
to  avoid  “conventional”  intrinsic  defects  in  the  actual  software,  programmers  now  have 
 to  cater  for partial failures, e.g., the possibility that certain processes or hosts fail while 
others continue to operate. Catering for these requires complex protocols, making 
implementation error-prone. Traditional “full-depth” verification of programs involve lengthy 
verification processes requiring much manual effort and expert knowledge, and are thus 
easily left out of the loop. The goal of this project is to apply and improve a prototype fault-
tolerant event-driven programming framework that allows verification of component 
interaction as part of compilation. Our target are distributed middleware systems following 
earlier experiences applying it to the cluster manager component of the Apache Spark 
system. Along the way, extensions and practical additions to the respective domain-specific 
language may be investigated together with runtime optimizations, and performance 
evaluation conducted to demonstrate low overheads. 
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[MaRS-2023-15]  
Portable Programmer-agnostic use of Trusted Hardware 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Pavel Chuprikov 
Malware and other attempts of tampering with computer software remain a dominant 
challenge to computer security. While several trusted execution environments (TEEs) allow 
programs to be shielded from attacks (e.g., Intel SGX, ARM Trustzone, AWS Nitro), 
leveraging these requires expert knowledge in security and the respective TEE, in addition to 
deep understanding of the corresponding programs. Even without considering the 
performance characteristics of different TEEs, TEE-based programs are not portable across 
TEEs of different vendors due to different APIs and functionalities proposed. 
We thus propose to use TEEs in combination with program anomaly detection (AD). By 
creating models of programs and comparing these against executions at runtime, AD can be 
applied without modifications to software. By tracing appropriate features, AD can detect 
various attacks with low overhead. However, being implemented fully in software, existing 
AD solutions have a fundamental flaw – their own mechanisms for tracing executions and 
comparing them to models are not protected from tampering. The goal of this project is thus 
to implement an AD monitor in a secure manner leveraging a TEE and other hardware 
features. This generic implementation of the monitor is independent of any monitored 
program thus supporting portability across TEEs of different vendors. 
 
[MaRS-2023-16]  
Rust for Kernel-level Distributed Services 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisors: Davide Rovelli and Dr. Pavel Chuprikov 
Since its conception more than 50 years ago, C has been a widely adopted programming 
language in a variety of applications. Today, C is still the de-facto standard for low-level 
programs, lying at the core of operating systems, device drivers, and network protocols.  
Despite its remarkable performance, C is known to have several security vulnerabilities often 
resulting in undetected memory bugs and data races costing millions to companies. An 
alternative to C is provided by Rust: a low-level systems programming language focusing on 
performance, reliability and robustness. 
In December 2022, the Linux Kernel added support for Rust, increasing its relevance in the 
systems community. This makes Rust an ideal candidate to write novel secure and fast 
kernel-level services for future distributed systems. The goal of this project is to use Rust to 
integrate a simple distributed application into the Linux operating system. The student will 
evaluate to what extent Rust is currently usable for Linux kernel services and build a proof-
of-concept service as a Linux kernel module. 
 
[MaRS-2023-17]  
Analysis of Proofs of Unsatisfiability for SMT Solvers  
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Rodrigo Otoni 
Formal verification aims at providing strong guarantees about the behavior of programs and 
systems. It relies on logic to precisely describe the program or system in question and check 
any desired properties, e.g., deadlock-freedom on a concurrent system. Both academia and 
industry recognize the need for formal verification, with one example being the extensive use 
of formal verification at Amazon Web Services. Many verification approaches rely on 
automated reasoning engines for first-order logic. They ultimately reduce the verification 
problem to checking the satisfiability of first-order logic formulas. Such formulas are 
commonly expressed in a form suitable to satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers, which 
makes these solvers a critical part of the verification infrastructure. Despite being used to 
ensure correctness, SMT solvers are known to have bugs. To tackle the problem of bugs 
leading a SMT solver to an incorrect result, proofs of unsatisfiability, which explain the 
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achieved result, can be produced by the solver. The goal of this project is to analyze existing 
proof formats used by different SMT solvers. The student will learn the basics of SMT solving 
and will endeavor to understand the proof formats used by four SMT solvers – Z3, CVC5, 
veriT, and OpenSMT. The formats will be compared both quantitatively, via an evaluation 
using publicly available benchmarks, and qualitatively, via a description of the elements 
underpinning each proof format. 
 
[MaRS-2023-18]  
Embedding Proofs of Unsatisfiability for SMT Solvers into CHC Solving 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-Supervisor: Rodrigo Otoni 
Formal verification aims at providing strong guarantees about the behavior of programs and 
systems. It relies on logic to precisely describe the program or system in question and check 
any desired properties, e.g., deadlock-freedom on a concurrent system. Both academia and 
industry recognise the need for formal verification, with one example being the extensive use 
of formal verification at Amazon Web Services. Constrained Horn Clauses (CHC) are a 
fragment of first-order logic that naturally captures many verification problems. Reasoning 
about first-order logic formulas boils down to satisfiability queries, commonly solved by 
satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers. SMT solving is thus fundamental to CHC-based 
verification techniques. Despite being used to ensure correctness, SMT solvers are known to 
have bugs, which undermines all guarantees given as to the behavior of a program being 
analyzed. To tackle this problem, proofs of unsatisfiability for SMT solvers can be used. 
Recently, many SMT solvers started to have the option to produce such proofs. Verification 
tools, however, don’t commonly benefit from these proofs to strengthen the guarantees 
about the final result provided to the user. The goal of this project is to embed SMT proofs of 
unsatisfiability into CHC-based verification. The student will learn about the basics of CHC 
solving and of proofs of unsatisfiability for SMT, and will then integrate the proofs into the 
pipeline of the Golem CHC solver. 
 
[MaRS-2023-19]  
Formal Modeling of Probabilistic Quantum Network Policies 
Contact: Prof. Patrick Eugster 
Co-supervisors: Anita Buckley and Pavel Chuprikov 
Quantum computing, communication, and sensing technologies offer fundamentally new 
ways for information processing. The objective of quantum communication is to transmit 
quantum states, which may be entangled, causing stronger correlations. The no-cloning 
theorem (i.e., qubits cannot be copied) makes quantum communication inherently secure, 
leading to several novel applications. The distribution of entangled qubits (Bell pairs) 
between distant end-nodes will be the main task of the quantum Internet of the future, and 
the main challenge will be scaling. We are developing QNetKAT (Quantum NetKAT), a 
language and logic for dealing with and reasoning about quantum networks. QNetKAT has 
primitives for creating and transmitting Bell pairs, together with parallel and sequential 
composition operators, and offers a simple way for expressing quantum network policies. In 
the course of this project the student will get familiar with the components of quantum 
networks and protocols for long distance entanglement distribution. Decoherence, losses, 
and noise-errors cause stochastic behavior of quantum operations. The goal of this project is 
to develop the QNetKAT language with probabilistic semantics. The main tasks will consist in 
extending the language with new primitives for expressing probabilistic behaviors, 
and  implementing these in the NetSquid quantum network simulation platform 
(https://netsquid.org/) using Python. 
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[MaRS-2023-20] 
SelfAdapt: Self-supervised Domain Adaptation for Sensor Data 
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich 
Co-supevisor: Dr. Martin Gjoreski 
Wearable devices, combined with Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods, can bring significant 
and sustainable improvements to our lives – from improved patient monitoring and 
decreased healthcare costs to enhanced sports performance and improved quality of life. 
Standard approaches involve Machine Learning (ML) techniques applied to the data 
captured from body-worn sensing devices. The ML techniques can be based on classical 
(feature-based) ML, or Deep Learning (DL) applied on the raw sensor data (end-to-end 
learning). A typical weakness that all ML-based HAR systems have, regardless of whether 
they are classical or DL-based, is the domain shift that can be caused by different sensor 
placements. This project will explore personalization and domain-adaptation techniques to 
address important challenges in wearable computing: noisy data, limited data, and domain 
shifts in the labels and the sensor data due to subjectivity. ML processing pipelines 
(including deep learning techniques) will be augmented with the latest unsupervised and 
self-supervised learning techniques, including contrastive learning. These advanced 
techniques should produce more robust and data-efficient models (i.e., requiring fewer 
person-specific labels).  Diffusion-based approaches, could also be considered.  Project 
tasks: 1. Overview of existing self-supervised learning approaches; (ii) Pre-process 
one dataset from wearable sensing systems. Example datasets include emotion recognition, 
activity recognition and energy expenditure estimation; (iii) Build baseline ML models using 
the dataset from step (ii); (iv) Develop self-supervised ML approach and compare self-
supervised models with the baseline ML models from step (iii). 
 
[MaRS-2023-21] 
Physio-RECALL: Analysis of human memory and physiological signals 
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich  
Co-supervisor: Matias Laporte 
Memory Augmentation Systems could be capable of selecting specific to-be-remembered 
events during an experience, e.g., by detecting the individual as distracted or unengaged. 
Such information then could be used to generate memory cues for the specific periods 
during which the user was distracted. One way used to detect the cognitive state of users, 
e.g. if the user is focused on a task, is through physiological signals, like electrodermal 
activity (EDA) and interbeat interval (IBI). The goal of this thesis is to evaluate the potential 
of physiological signals captured by a wrist-worn device to detect the cognitive load of 
individuals presented with a memory task. The final purpose is to use this work as an 
additional input in future Memory Augmentation Systems. The specific tasks of the project 
are: (i) Overview methods for physiological signal processing and review memory 
augmentation literature; (ii) Develop the necessary code for processing the EDA and IBI 
data; (iii) Design and run an experiment to test the setup and pipeline. 
 
[MaRS-2023-22] 
Media-RECALL: Analysis of human memory and audiovisual signals 
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich 
Co-supervisor: Matias Laporte  
Memory Augmentation Systems could be capable of selecting specific to-be-remembered 
events during an experience, e.g., by detecting the individual as distracted or unengaged. 
Such information then could be used to generate memory cues for the specific periods 
during which the user was distracted. One way used to detect the emotional state of users, 
e.g. if the user is engaged on a task, is through audiovisual signals, like speech and facial 
expressions. The goal of this thesis is to evaluate the potential of audiovisual signals 
captured by recording devices (such as microphone, cameras) to detect the cognitive load of 
individuals presented with a memory task. The final purpose is to use this work as an 
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additional input in future Memory Augmentation Systems. The specific tasks of the project 
are: (i) Overview methods for audiovisual signal processing and review memory 
augmentation literature; (ii) Develop the necessary code for processing the audio and video 
data; (iii) Design and run an experiment to test the setup and pipeline. 
 
[MaRS-2023-23] 
MultiFed: Multimodal Federated Learning for Sensor Data 
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich 
Co-supervisor: Dr. Martin Gjoreski 
Federated learning and its combination with differential privacy is the latest technique for 
building privacy-aware machine-learning models. Its primary assumption – no data leaves 
the local data storage, has enabled its application in a variety of privacy-sensitive domains:  
mobile keyboard prediction, human mobility modeling based on GPS data, modeling from 
electronic health records, etc. This project will investigate single modality vs. multi-modality 
federated models. This is an important issue for wearable sensing systems that utilize 
multiple sensing devices, e.g., smartphone and smartwatch. Each device, and each sensor 
in the devices, may have a different availability –– data coming from the smartwatch may be 
unavailable at certain periods (e.g., while charging). To enable the collaborative learning of 
joint models between users with a variable data/modality availability, we will investigate 
several multi-modal schemes. Project tasks: (i) Pre-process one dataset from wearable 
sensing systems. Example datasets include emotion recognition, activity recognition and 
energy expenditure estimation; (ii) Build centralized multimodal and single-modal models 
using the dataset from step 1; (iii) Build federated multimodal and single-modal models using 
the dataset from step (i) and compare them with the centralized models from (ii); and (iv) 
Develop novel multi-modal federated learning method considering device/sensor availability, 
computational cost, model accuracy. 
 
[MaRS-2023-24] 
XAI-Fed: Explainable AI for Federated Models in Wearable Sensing   
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich  
Co-supervisor: Dr. Martin Gjoreski  
Federated learning and its combination with differential privacy is the latest technique for 
building privacy-aware machine-learning models. Its primary assumption – no data leaves 
the local data storage, has enabled its application in a variety of privacy-sensitive domains:  
mobile keyboard prediction, human mobility modeling based on GPS data, modeling from 
electronic health records, etc. Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods can bring significant and 
sustainable improvements to our lives. However, end-users must be able to understand 
those systems. Unfortunately, today’s groundbreaking AI methods are black-boxed (i.e., the 
decision model and the process are not understandable).  The increased complexity of AI 
algorithms has made previous eXplainable AI (XAI) tools unsuitable, including the fact that 
most of the XAI solutions are not designed to operate under privacy constraints. This project 
will investigate XAI techniques compatible with privacy-aware approaches (e.g., federated 
learning). The focus will be on counterfactual explainers [55] for wearable sensing data. 
Specific project tasks are: (i) Analyze XAI tools that can operate under privacy constraints, 
focusing on counterfactuals; (ii) Pre-process one dataset from wearable sensing systems. 
Example datasets include emotion recognition, activity recognition and energy expenditure 
estimation; (iii) Develop machine learning models for one of the datasets in step 2, and apply 
existing XAI tools on the models developed, including the method for generating 
counterfactual explanations, BayCon; (iv) Develop XAI tool for counterfactual explanations 
that can operate under privacy constraints. 
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[MaRS-2023-25] 
PrivAffect: Privacy-aware personal-video sensing for affect recognition  
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich 
Co-supervisor: Dr. Martin Gjoreski 
Affective computing is an interdisciplinary field that aims at the development of computer 
science techniques that enable machines to recognize, understand and simulate human 
affective states. A fundamental assumption is that different mental states (e.g., emotions and 
stress), and different intensities of those states, manifest through physiological and 
behavioral changes.  A variety of sensing modalities can capture these changes. Video-
based sensing is one promising approach for affect recognition, however, it is also privacy 
intrusive. Thus, this project will develop a method for privacy-aware personal-video sensing 
for affect recognition. The method will utilize personal camera (e.g., smartphone or laptop 
camera) and will include privacy-aware features such as: to record only when the users grant 
permission, to record only when a specific user is in front of the camera (user identification). 
Once the video is collected in a privacy-aware manner, existing video-based affect 
recognition software will be sued to extract affect related information. Project tasks: (i) 
Review existing software (e.g., GitHub and Google scholar) for user identification, software 
for counting faces in a video, and software for Facial Action Coding System (FACS); (ii) 
Implement privacy-aware user identification; (iii) Implement privacy-aware method for 
extracting Facial Action Units (based on FACS); (iv) Test the overall processing pipeline is a 
small user-study (e.g., 5 to 10 participants). 
 
[MaRS-2023-26] 
Fed-CogLoad: Federated Cognitive Load Estimation 
Contact: Prof. Marc Langheinrich 
Co-Supervisor: Dr. Martin Gjoreski 
Federated learning (FL) is a state-of-the-art machine-learning technique developed by 
Google, where the users’ privacy is guaranteed by implementing one simple rule: “No 
personal data leaves the user-device”. This project will investigate FL techniques for 
cognitive load estimate. Cognitive load can be estimated through the analysis of from 
pupillometry data, brain activation data (EEG), breathing rate, heart rate, heart rate variability 
and other related physiological responses. In the project you will: (i) overview excising 
datasets for cognitive load estimation; (ii) develop a centralized machine learning pipeline for 
cognitive load estimation; (iii) develop a FL pipeline for cognitive load estimation, (iv) 
compare the centralized and the FL pipeline and write a short report. 
 
[MaRS-2023-27] 
Evaluating Optimization Software as a Service with Application in Biomedical 
Simulations 
Contact: Prof. Olaf Schenk 
Any sufficiently complex system acts as a black box when it becomes easier to experiment 
with than to understand. Hence, black-box or derivative-free optimization has become 
increasingly important as systems have become more complex. In this MaRS project we will 
analyze Google Vizier, a Google service for performing black-box optimization that has 
become the de facto parameter tuning engine at Google and other tools such as the DFO 
optimizer from the  Computational Infrastructure for Operations Research (COIN-OR), which 
is a project that aims to create  open and high quality mathematical software. We will review 
requirements, infrastructure design, underlying algorithms, and advanced features such as 
transfer learning and automated early stopping that some service provides. These 
optimization  services will be applied to biomedical models that are high-resolution 
anatomical models of humans created from MRI data.  The latest generation of these models 
allows for detailed 3D anatomical simulations of up to 300 types of tissues and organs. 
Additionally, morphed anatomical models have been developed to provide variability based 
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on anatomical descriptors like BMI or weight. Realistic biomechanical simulations of specific 
tissues are used to create these models. 

[MaRS-2023-28] 
User identification in real-world settings using wearables 
Contact: Prof. Silvia Santini 
Co-Supervisors: Lidia Alecci, Leonardo Alchieri, Nouran Abdalazim 
Wearable devices provide the means for continuously identify users by performing biometric 
recognition. The highly subject-dependent nature of physiological data (e.g., heart rate, 
electrodermal activity, skin temperature) makes it possible to identify the user by tracking 
those traits over time, as it is already done nowadays with the fingerprint or iris recognition. 
This project aims to understand to what extent user identification is possible and if different 
condition can hamper that capability. After performing data exploration on an existing data, 
provided by the supervisor, the student will develop a machine learning model to identify 
users from wearable data. In addition, he/she will test the efficiency of common 
anonymization techniques, such as noise addition and synthetic data generation. 

[MaRS-2023-29] 
EDA Lateralization during Sleep 
Contact: Prof.Silvia Santini 
Co-Supervisors: Lidia Alecci, Leonardo Alchieri, Nouran Abdalazim  
Advances in wearable technologies have made possible the ubiquitous sensing of 
physiological signals, like Blood Volume Pressure (BVP) or ElectroDermal Activity (EDA). 
However, some signals, like EDA, can change the value that is recorded depending on 
which side of the body the sensor is placed on. The medical literature has explored 
extensively this phenomenon, called Lateralization, in both EDA and other physiological 
recordings, but it is not clear the impact it might have on wearable-based applications. In this 
thesis, the objective is thus to analyse the lateralization effect from physiological signals 
recorded while people are sleeping. As such, the first a data collection will be run, to 
integrate some existing dataset. Then, the student will analyse the raw signal as well as 
extract some hand-crafted features. A Machine Learning task will be then investigated, to 
gauge the impact of lateralization, e.g., higher or lower performance of the classifier 
depending on which side the data is trained on 

[MaRS-2023-30] 
Personalized Sleep Quality Prediction Model Using Wearable Devices 
Contact: Prof. Silvia Santini 
Co-Supervisors: Lidia Alecci, Leonardo Alchieri, Nouran Abdalazim 
Mobile and wearable devices can nowadays be used as highly available, non-invasive tools 
to monitor human behavior. Their ubiquitous characteristics encourage their employment in 
personal health monitoring systems. Such systems provide the user with continuous 
feedback about daily behavior, productivity, well-being, etc. 
Daily sleep is considered a pivotal factor in daily routine due to its role in the rejuvenate of 
brain and body from accumulated daily basis fatigue. The continuous quantification of sleep 
quality helps in assessing human health and life patterns. However, the interpersonal 
variability hinders this task by creating a significant gap between the user-reported sleep 
quality and the objective sleep quality. 
The goal of this thesis is to analyze the impact of different personal characteristics on the 
user-reported sleep quality. Then, to make use of this knowledge along with physiological 
signals from wearable devices to build a personalized sleep quality predication model. 
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